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Description
The blank page can be daunting, but 10 Step Drawing: Animals offers an easy jumping-off point for any doodler to be creative.

Featuring illustrated tutorials for drawing 75 adorable (and sometimes grumpy-looking!) creatures – from exotic animals such as a 
toucan, cheetah and flamingo, to aquatic mammals and fish like the dolphin, penguin and octopus, along with  furry friends close to 
home such as a cat, a dog and a horse – every image is fun and easy to replicate in ten simple steps, using just a pen and paper.

Handy prompts at every stage help the reader without giving them dry, prescriptive instructions, and every animal has its own distinctive 
character. 10 Step Drawing: Animals is sure to encourage even the most nervous amateur artist to dust off their pen and doodle.

Other titles in the series: 10 Step Drawing: Flowers.

Key Selling Points
75 creatures to draw through 10 visual step by steps.
Variety of animals – from exotic creatures and impressive aquatic mammals to those found in the woods, on the farm and at home.
Handy prompts at every stage help the reader without overloading them with excessive detail.
Sure to encourage even the most nervous amateur artist to dust off their pen and doodle.
Drawing books for children and teens doing well on the market.

About The Author
Heather Kilgour is a London-based illustrator, specialising in children’s illustration. Originally from New Zealand, where she qualified in 
Fine Arts, Heather focused on sculpture for some years, and was one of a select few artists producing sculptures for Lord of the Rings. 
After a chance meeting with prolific illustrators Freya Blackwood and Virginia Lee, Heather’s old passion for drawing rekindled and she 
decided to move to the UK to study and pursue a career in illustration. Heather has been the Featured Illustrator in Words&Pictures
online magazine, and is a member of the SCBWI's Illustration Committee.

For more details on Heather and her work, please visit her website: http://heatherkilgour.com
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